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I was living on Flores St. (there is a pic of me in my pajamas with a beard with Debbie's cat in my lap) and getting ready for my Master's recital the following spring.  I knew I needed something better then anything I had done yet and didn't know what to do. BC suggested reading something to inspire me - i.e. a bit of Emerson etc. Anyway, I simply, without "thinking" extended my fingers on the keyboard and hit the first chord of the 2nd measure: Bb - Db - F - C.  It sounded good so I backed up and started with the Bb chord to approach it and then knew I had my piece.  Once you have something worth while, even a hooky chord progression of one chord to another, you know you have the piece - the rest is just writing it and laboring it but you know you have it from the very start when you have a worthy motive - the rest is just work.I ended up with "Ballade" for the title - I tried "Caprice a few years later, maybe in Chandler, Arizona, but have always gone back to simply "Ballade".  Stephen Burg played this - it was recorded but the real-to-reel apparently never made it to California.  The last I had it was in Sierra Vista perhaps after mother died in 1987.  He did a great job.   Last I heard of him was in 2002 or so when he entered the Van Cliburn non-professional piano competition.
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The red pencil marks are the work of Robert McBride - I'd come in and sit next to him and he walk through the piece under his fingers slowly then pause and make little corrections.
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In a perfect world all pages would move one to another.  But here, this page is out of order.  Frequently, by this time, I would come the next day and realize we need to insert a bar, so I'd turn over a piece of paper that had music on it from maybe a week or two before and write that bar or several bar insert, assign it a random letter of the alphabet, and go back to composing.  So this page is dated Nov. 2, 1973 in the upper left and Nov.3 in upper right.  
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Here's an example of an insert. It calls for "Insert H" with the 'H' circled.  So you'd go find that on another page somewhere, often dedicated to just these "inserts".  Then when I had enough of the piece or it was just so sloppy with crossing out, I'd copy it again and do the same process if needed (i.e. if new inserts were needed).  Evenentually, the last copy with no inserts was the final.  That is, that last final would not be done on this paper but on better paper in ink.  
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Apparently I was timing it - "60 sec." it says here - since it was for my Master's recital, length was a consideration.  
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Change pedal"Add here" ”To Q"So you would go find the "Insert Q" on another page and insert it where the vertical line is here.
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Insert "H"You get the idea ;).
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"To W" (i.e. to Insert W)
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Here's what I mean about re-copying when I had something substantial from all the fragments and inserts.
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"Change key"
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Hmmm.....Page 4 sI guess I had more then one page 4 since I've recopied, so to distinguish this page for, I designated it with 's' after the page number.
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Robert McBride, my advanced composition teacher (and old) had his students do these totally lame songs - I hated them really.  But I'm sure they helped me.  My head was all wrapped around Beethoven, and not in the Red River Valley.
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So this is interesting - this was the last and infamous unresolved ending.  All alone on a throw-away exercise page.  But this was the actual end as noted: END and "Finished 9:25AM November 8, 1973.  I'm sure that was Cookie's birthday (Michael Cook, Buena high school buddy) and I'm surprised I didn't mark it so.
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So here is the page of inserts: "W", "Q" etc.
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Now beginning to look like a fair copy.
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"missing measure"
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The first complete fair copy.  Still no title.
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Nov. 8, 1973
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Recorded from a YouTube pianist in Japan last month (Keiko).  It's posted on YouTube now (July 22, 2010)
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First printed copy in a notation software (Overture) - be careful - just because the footer says Oct. 9, 2002 doesn't mean that's when this file was made - it only means that's when it was opened again and printed (the date automatically updating each time the file was opened.) I did that so I always knew I had the most current copy in front of me but it's really driving me nuts now trying to figure out what versions came first...Now the next piece is also in Overture but on a PC, where as this is on a Mac LC III
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A copy from a printed date of Feb.28, 1999 and very likely done at that time.  Here's what happened (compared to the previous one on the Mac)I started with a Mac Plus in May 1988 and really got going on it in the fall when I found someone who had "Deluxe Music Constructions Set" (before even Finale) and loved it. The Mac Plus had a 20MB hard drive (!). I stayed with Mac's until being laid off at Opcode Systems in the fall of 1998 and purchased a PC Windows 98 computer at that time. Overture notation was cross-platform so I began phasing out the Mac in preference to the PC and had to export to MIDI from the Mac then import that MIDI to the PC and put in all the layout and articulations all over again. And of course you're always tweeking and revising the piece. As if that wasn't bad enough, I had to do all that work even all over again when I switched to Sibelius in 2004 or thereabouts. I'm still dealing with pieces that have not yet been brought out in Sibelius. However even if it had been on paper and ink, I still would have wanted to redo the entire score and improve the piece. So it just goes with being a composer. Beethoven did all sorts of piano reductions of his stuff for really nothing. All that time spent....and he had no computers at all - but there was always something of an "old" piece to deal with. Tchaikovsky was often going back and revising his works. It's just part of the process...So here is the same piece but now being printed from a PC in 1999 after I had purchased a Window '98 PC that year...
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Ha! Here's something...an early orchestration of the piano solo "Ballade" - I've never come up with a title I liked for this piece. Probably Caprice is actually than Ballade. In any event it shows how early on I was experimenting right away with computers and printer settings. For back in the late 80's or whever this was (1991? as indicated int he copyright?) reducing and collating pages like this was a bit of an "advanced" feature not done at that time by the casual computer enthusiast. People printed on dot matrix printers and that was that. I'm sure the full size score is in the garage somewhere...
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An inked copy from the early 1980's before I changed the name to "Ballade" when it went in the computer notation software (Overture) in the mid-1990's. This was for the big Piano Book I was making which I 3-hole punched and put on yellow ivory card stock of which this began it seems on page "96" - this 3 ring binder is out in the garage.  
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I've gotten all sorts of grief from people on this ending since I came up with it - yes, I understand in a sense how it is unresolved but if played with the proper rallentando (notice the mark, "morendo") it just seems the perfect ending for me as the last chord comes to a perfect place of "rest" and "repose" as it just sits there - not wanting to go anywhere. It totally works for me. One fellow (Daniel Hogen) a youngster in the UK took upon himself to orchestrate this and actually changed the ending so it would resolve LOL. haha. Oh well, what can you do but grin? ;)




